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Your All-In-One Travel Guide to Beijing's Absolute BEST Best of Beijing: Your #1 Itinerary Planner

for What to See, Do, and Eat,  gives you all the information you need to know about

ChinaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s ancient and modern capital of Beijing. From historic sights like the sprawling

Forbidden City, to the epitome of modern Chinese youth culture like 798 Art District, plus the Great

Wall and other destinations around Beijing  youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll want to visit, depending on what most

interests you. There is so much to choose from for everyone - history lovers, nature lover, nightlife

enthusiasts, or visitors who just want to spend all their time eating authentic Chinese food! Inside

Best of Beijing: Your #1 Itinerary Planner for What to See, Do, and Eat:  - Detailed information on

BeijingÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s must-see sights - Once-in-a-lifetime authentic Chinese experiences - The best

Chinese food that even locals love - Other top destinations for food lovers, history and culture buffs,

outdoorsy travelers, and off-the-beaten paths visitors - Customizable itineraries based on your

interest and length of stay - Practical advice, like embassies, currency exchange, and survival

Chinese phrases, for visiting China Best of Beijing: Your #1 Itinerary Planner for What to See, Do,

and Eat, is truly the only travel guide anyone needs to plan a trip to this ancient capital!
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This could have been as good a guide for beginners as many reviews here claim it to be, but it

suffers from one fatal flaw: there are no maps to guide you with any precision. There is only one

map that basically amounts to pointing out east, west, north, and south parts of the city. However,

there is no map to locate the neighborhoods recommended for shopping or staying or sight seeing.

In other words, while this guide can be a useful reminder to those already familiar with Beijing, it is



considerably less useful to those unfamiliar with the city.

Very nicely written and put together. If I were planning a trip to Beijing this would be a necessity for

planning that trip! While reading it gave me the feeling or impression that it could have been written

or told by someone that I was listening to that had recently traveled there and the things they had

done, places visited, restaurants to eat at, possibly even areas to avoid or be more aware while

visiting. Overall just a general good reading book. Event though I am not planning a trip there

anytime soon, I still very much enjoyed reading about the sites, history, culture, etc. Just a good all

around informational and engaging book.

Every Travel Guide that Wanderlust Pocket Guides puts out is just a wealth of knowledge and this

China Travel Guide: Best of Beijing, is no exception. I love that Wanderlust understands that

everyone doesn't have a month to travel, so regardless if you have 3 days or a month, your trip can

be informative and fun - and you can see the best that Beijing has to offer YOU based on your likes

and dislikes. There is loads of information for everything from their history and culture - to the

hottest tourist sights. My husband and I like to get off the beaten path when we travel so this Guide

is everything we would need to find those hidden gems...and to help with that even more, there is a

section of "Survival Chinese Phrases". Now I can't say most of those, but because it is a pocket

guide on your device, it can be shown to a local and they can read what you are trying to say or ask,

lol. I love these Guides.I received this product free for an honest, unbiased review.

If you want absolute simplicity - the bare bones "must see" sights for a short visit then this is a

handy book but you'll need to go elsewhere (your smart phone?) for maps. However it doesn't really

do justice to what you are going to experience. For your traveler's vocabulary you really need an

audio source - online.

No real information about Beijing beyond the most generic travel advice. Does not have any

specifics about sites or history, really not one thing. I read the entire "book" in under 15 minutes.

Fairly basic guide - look for something a bit more substantial

Good info about touristics atractions. But needs more recomendarions of places to eat, shows to

see, places stay and recomendations of how getting to the points of interes.I guess that Fodors



would worlk better this time for me....I

Light book on Beijing - do not expect to much - but still useful for basics.
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